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Marriage Regulation is the Special regulation that regulate Indonesian marriage. In this regulation. This limitation is unification from some fikih literature. This limitation is to minimize early marriage and divorce in societies. But now this limitation can’t accomodate societies. As way goes the maturity of human always change. And now many divorce case caused by early marriage.

The purpose of this research is to describe the judge’s opinion and psychology lecturer’s opinion about the minimum limitation of age for marriage in Marriage Regulation and describe the relevance of this regulation. Consider that the minimum limitation of age for marriage was formulated at 1974. This regulation was running for 40 years until now. In the other side according the theory of developmental psychology that step of human development biological and psychological always change.

This research including to empirical research, the data explanation is descriptive qualitative. The collecting data methode is primary and secondary. The primary data got from judge’s and psychology lecturer’s interview. And the secondary data got from some literature and thesis. Then that data edited, clasifiyed, verifiyed, and analized.

The conclution of this research are: The first, the minimum limitation in Marriage Regulation is not relevant for society now. By considering the judge’s and the lecturer’s opinion the minimum limitation of marriage must be increased. The second, by synthesized the psychological theory, judge’s and lecturer’s opinion concluded that the minimum limitation of age for marriage thet relevant for now is 21 for man and 18 for woman. By considering that the man have a emotional maturity and profession in 21 years old and the woman have readiness for marriage in 18 years old after she had garduated from Senior High School.